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The use of metal stripes for the guiding of plasmons is a well established technique for the infrared
regime and has resulted in the development of a myriad of passive optical components and sensing
devices. However, the plasmons suffer from large losses around sharp bends, making the compact
design of nanoscale sensors and circuits problematic. A compact alternative would be to use
evanescent coupling between two sufficiently close stripes, and thus we propose a compact
interferometer design using evanescent coupling. The sensitivity of the design is compared with that
achieved using a hand-held sensor based on the Kretschmann style surface plasmon resonance
technique. Modeling of the new interferometric sensor is performed for various structural
parameters using finite-difference time-domain and COMSOL Multiphysics. The physical
mechanisms behind the coupling and propagation of plasmons in this structure are explained in
terms of the allowed modes in each section of the device. © 2009 American Institute of Physics.
doi:10.1063/1.3262625
I. INTRODUCTION
The development of highly sensitive sensor devices is
one of the main foci of photonics research.1–27 Plasmons are
an ideal candidate for focusing light to nanoscale areas, thus
increasing the field in a small area and allowing the detection
of ultralow concentrations of a sample.5,6,23,28–30 Plasmon
waveguides and other passive nano-optical components for
use in sensors and circuits have been proposed and devel-
oped for both the infrared and visible
regime.1–4,6,7,11–16,19,20,23,24,29–39 The problem is that plasmons
in the visible regime have very limited propagation dis-
tances, on the order of tens of microns, making the develop-
ment of functional nano-optical circuits and sensors prob-
lematic. The propagation distance may be increased in some
cases by increasing the size of the plasmonic device, but this
leads to a decrease in the localization and thus less compact
devices.
The plasmon Mach–Zehnder interferometer is one such
passive nano-optical component utilized for the development
of highly sensitive nanosensor devices in the
infrared.4,6,7,10,17,19,20,25 These interferometers measure the
change in the refractive index of a sample by a change in the
intensity output of the interferometer. This change in inten-
sity is due to the sample altering the phase in one arm of the
interferometer, resulting in a change in the interference pat-
tern from the two interferometer arms.
The Mach–Zehnder interferometer has been developed
using a variety of plasmon waveguides, but one of the sim-
plest types of plasmon waveguide is the stripe
waveguide.3,4,6,33,37–40 The stripe waveguide consists of a
rectangular strip of a finite cross section. These waveguides
are relatively simple to fabricate, but the plasmon will expe-
rience large bend losses around sharp 90° bends. To circum-
vent this problem, the 90° bends have been replaced by
S-bends, enabling interferometers to be devised for the infra-
red regime.4,6 The bend radii of S-bends required to mini-
mize bend losses is on the order of centimeters and makes
the device quite bulky.6 We investigate an alternative com-
pact device that uses evanescent coupling.38,39 A similar
structure has been proposed for circumventing the high bend
losses associated with gap plasmon waveguide
interferometers.20
An interferometric sensor constituting evanescently
coupled stripe waveguides is designed and investigated for
the visible regime, and we discuss the sensitivity and appli-
cations of this device. The stripe modes are investigated for
visible light in Sec. II, and an appropriate single mode stripe
waveguide is chosen. Section III discusses the design of the
evanescent coupler interferometer and the level of miniatur-
ization that can be achieved. The sensitivity of this device is
discussed in Sec. IV, and the paper concludes in Sec. V. It is
believed that this work will provide needed insight into al-
ternative compact interferometer designs for the visible re-
gime and the sensitivity and application of these systems for
the sensing and identification of samples.
II. SIMULATION OF STRIPE MODE
In this section, we discuss the methods used to analyze
the stripe waveguide and choose structural parameters to en-
sure that the waveguide is single mode. The waveguide ana-
lyzed here consists of a gold stripe on a glass with a polym-
ethyl methacrylate PMMA cladding layer Fig. 1a. The
excitation wavelength in free space is 633 nm, the glass in-
dex is 1.5, the PMMA index is 1.49, and the gold permittiv-
ity is −11.8+1.26i.41
The stripe waveguide can support a variety of plasmon
eigenmodes, but what is of interest for passive nano-optical
components is long range modes. In a symmetric system, theaElectronic mail: kristy.vernon@csiro.au.
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fundamental long range surface plasmon polariton LRSPP
mode is known as the ssb
0 mode, where 0 indicates that this is
a fundamental mode, b indicates that it is a bound mode, and
ss indicates that the main transverse electric field component
of the mode has a symmetric distribution with respect to both
the y and x axes.2 This nomenclature must be implemented
when the stripe is optically thick, as small thicknesses can
cause the mode to morph and resemble a higher order mode.2
In the asymmetric stripe system, there are a variety of
long range modes, depending on the stripe parameters and
the degree of asymmetry of the system. The long range
modes in an asymmetric system may exhibit cutoff thick-
nesses or widths depending on which structural parameter is
varied. This is in stark contrast to the fundamental LRSPP
mode in a symmetric stripe system, which does not exhibit a
cutoff.
For the numerical simulations, a stripe width of 750 nm
was chosen, and the thickness varied to find the cutoff thick-
nesses of the long range stripe modes. The fundamental long
range modes for a stripe of this width are the asb
0 and ssb
0
modes. As the thickness of the metal stripe is decreased,
these long range modes begin to leak into the glass substrate
Fig. 1b as they approach their cutoff thicknesses, which
are unique to each mode and occur when the mode wave-
number k is less than kbg=14.9 m−1, which is the wave-
number for a bulk wave in glass. The dispersion relationships
of the fundamental long range modes in the asymmetric sys-
tem were calculated using COMSOL Multiphysics and were
verified by an in-house finite-difference time-domain algo-
rithm Fig. 1b. The results converged with each other with
less than 0.3% variation.
The ssb
0 and asb
0 modes were found to have a cutoff thick-
ness of around 15 and 45 nm, respectively Fig. 1b. The
field distributions of these modes were determined at a thick-
ness of 300 nm Figs. 2a and 2b to determine the mode
type, as the nomenclature system is only valid at large thick-
nesses.
The asb
0 mode has a larger cutoff thickness than the ssb
0
mode, so it is possible to have a single mode stripe wave-
guide supporting a LRSPP by simply decreasing the thick-
ness of the stripe below the cutoff thickness of the asb
0 mode.
Then, only an ssb
0 long range mode will be supported, and
this will simplify the interpretation of the intensity output of
the interferometer. To ensure that the stripe is single mode, a
stripe thickness of t=30 nm is chosen for the interferometer
stripe waveguides.
The field distribution of the ssb
0 mode is given in Figs.
2a and 2c for 300 and 30 nm thick gold stripes. It is
obvious at large thicknesses that the mode consists of four
coupled corner modes, but as the thickness decreases the
field spreads across the guide, forming a maximum in the
middle. The mode is still called an ssb
0 mode and not an ssb
1
mode because the mode nomenclature must be determined at
large thicknesses.2
Since the plasmon becomes less localized with decreas-
ing thickness, it is expected that the plasmon field will be
less localized to the metal surface, resulting in a decrease in
dissipation and therefore longer propagation lengths. Using
COMSOL Multiphysics and finite-difference time-domain,
the propagation lengths were determined for various thick-
nesses Fig. 3.The ssb
0 mode has larger propagation distances
as it approaches a cutoff and can travel over 50 m for a
sufficiently small thickness, making it the ideal candidate for
the development of passive nano-optical components and in-
terferometric nanosensors Fig. 3. Also, since the ssb
0 mode
tends toward a bulk wave for a small thickness, its field
distribution Fig. 2 is suitable for end-fire excitation.2 An
interferometric nanosensor developed using these stripe
waveguides should be relatively simple to fabricate, rela-
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FIG. 1. Color online a A schematic of the stripe system, continuous in
the z direction. The metal stripe has a thickness t and a width w on a glass
substrate with a PMMA cladding. b The dispersion of the fundamental
long range plasmon modes for w=750 nm vs film thickness.
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FIG. 2. y-component of the electric field for the a ssb0 and b asb0 modes for
a 300 nm thick gold stripe of 750 nm width and c y-component of the
electric field for the ssb0 mode for a 30 nm thick gold stripe of 750 nm width.
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FIG. 3. Propagation distance vs film thickness for the ssb0 mode for a stripe
width of 750 nm.
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tively simple to excite the plasmon mode, and viable in the
visible regime due to the long propagation distance.
III. INTERFEROMETER DESIGN
A. The physics
Stripe waveguides can be chosen such that they support
one single eigenmode ssb
0, which greatly simplifies the
physics behind the intensity output of the interferometer. The
interferometer consists of four arms of stripe waveguides
with the same width and thickness but different lengths. The
arms are labeled input arm, reference arm, sample arm, and
output arm, as shown in Fig. 4. The input and output arms
are to be coupled to the reference and sample arms through
evanescent coupling, and the reference and sample arms
must be uncoupled from each other.
An isolated stripe arm supports only the ssb
0 mode, and
this can be excited via several means, such as end-fire exci-
tation and grating coupling. Once this mode is excited in the
input arm, this mode will propagate until its evanescent field
begins to interact with the reference and sample arms. This
will result in a coupled three-stripe system that can support a
variety of eigenmodes. However, the problem is greatly sim-
plified in our case since all arms have identical widths and
thicknesses; the reference and sample arms are uncoupled to
each other and are equally spaced from the source input
waveguide. In this case, only three eigenmodes can be
supported.39 The field distribution of these modes has been
determined using COMSOL Multiphysics and is shown in
Fig. 5. The first eigenmode is a symmetric eigenmode where
all three waveguides are in phase and the second mode is an
antisymmetric eigenmode whose reference and sample arms
are out of phase with the input. The final mode has zero
intensity on the input guide, and the reference and samples
arms are  out of phase. The overall wave of the coupled
three-stripe system is the linear combination of these three
eigenmodes.
These modes can be derived directly using the approach
given by Haus and Fonstad for coupled dielectric
waveguides with partial metal claddings.39 In our case, the
problem is significantly simpler since all waveguides, when
isolated, support the same eigenmode, allowing us to elimi-
nate the detuning factor.
In this analysis, we consider identical propagating modes
in each of the three stripes. Because of coupling between the
stripes, the amplitudes of these modes change with distance
down each stripe. Let the amplitude of the wave in each
waveguide be given by aiz input, arz reference, and
asz sample, where the direction of propagation is along z
Fig. 1.
Then, the changes in the amplitudes as functions of z are
dai
dz
= iar + as ,
dar
dz
= iai,
das
dz
= iai, 1
where  is the coupling strength. The solution to these
coupled equations leads to an oscillatory dependence on the
coupling of the form exp−iz, where  satisfies
3 − 22 = 0. 2
There are three solutions to Eq. 2 corresponding to three
eigenmodes in the coupled system. The amplitudes of the
eigenmodes have wavenumbers given by
 = 0,2,− 2 , 3
and the amplitudes of the coupled waves in each interferom-
eter arm are linear combinations of solutions,
aiz = Aie−i
2z−Li + Biei
2z−Li + Ci,
arz = Are−i
2z−Li + Brei
2z−Li + Cr,
Li
input arm
reference arm
Lc
s
sample arm sample
Ls output arm
Lc
Lo
FIG. 4. Color online Schematic of the new Mach–Zehnder stripe interfer-
ometer design, where s is the separation distance, Lc is the coupling length,
Li is the length of the input arm before the interaction with the reference and
sample arms, Ls is the length of the sample, and Lo is the length of the
output arm after the interaction with the reference and sample arms.
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FIG. 5. Color online a, c, and e Magnitude of the electric field
distribution of eigenmodes 1, 2, and 3. b, d, and f The y-component of
the electric field for eigenmodes 1, 2, and 3. Stripes are made from gold, 750
nm wide and 30 nm thick, separated by 100 nm on a glass substrate with
PMMA cladding. The excitation wavelength is 633 nm.
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asz = Ase−i
2z−Li + Bsei
2z−Li + Cs, 4
where the start of the coupling region is z=Li Fig. 4. The
amplitudes Ai, Ar, and As give the contribution of the eigen-
mode =2 to the input wave, reference wave, and sample
wave, respectively. Similarly, the B amplitudes give the con-
tribution of the =−2 mode, and the C amplitudes give
the contribution of the =0 mode.
Substituting Eq. 4 into Eq. 1, six of these coefficients
can be eliminated to give
aiz = Aie−i
2z−Li + Biei
2z−Li,
arz = −
1
2Aie
−i2z−Li +
1
2Bie
i2z−Li + Cr,
asz = −
1
2Aie
−i2z−Li +
1
2Bie
i2z−Li
− Cr, 5
so that only three arbitrary constants are left: Ai, Bi, and Cr,
the contributions of the =2, −2, and 0 modes.
In Eq. 5, we see that the first eigenmode, with =0,
has a zero amplitude on the input arm, and the reference and
sample arms have equal amplitudes but are shifted in phase
by  radians. This is the phase-shifted mode depicted in
Figs. 5e and 5f, and it propagates with a phase velocity
equal to that of the modes in the uncoupled waveguides. The
second mode, with =2, exists in all three arms of the
interferometer, but the reference and sample arms are  out
of phase with the input arm. This is the antisymmetric mode
depicted in Figs. 5c and 5d. Finally, the last mode with
=−2 also exists in all three arms, and the waves are all
in phase. This is the symmetric mode depicted in Figs. 5a
and 5b.
When the wave in the input arm first couples to the
reference and sample arms at z=Li, the waves in the refer-
ence and sample arms must have a zero amplitude. Also,
during the coupling process Liz Li+Lc, the reference
and sample arms must be in phase with each other as they are
identical waveguides and the source input arm is the same
distance from each arm. These boundary conditions lead to
Ai=Bi and Cr=0.
So, in the coupling region of the interferometer, the input
ssb
0 eigenmode excites only two eigenmodes, the symmetric
and antisymmetric modes. These modes interact, and due to
their different wavenumbers, this will result in beating or
coupling of the light from the input to the reference and
sample arms, leading to a full energy transfer from the input
guide to the reference and sample arms when z=Li+Lc, i.e.,
after the plasmon interacts with the reference and sample
arms for a length Lc. Using these boundary conditions, Eq.
5 becomes
aiz = Aie−i/2Lcz−Li + ei/2Lcz−Li ,
arz =
1
2Ai− e
−i/2Lcz−Li + ei/2Lcz−Li ,
asz =
1
2Ai− e
−i/2Lcz−Li + ei/2Lcz−Li . 6
After the coupling, the modes that propagate down the ref-
erence and sample arms have the same wavenumber since
the arms are effectively uncoupled and have identical geom-
etries. However, the presence of a sample will change the
wavenumber of the mode on the sample arm. Once the wave
has passed through the sample, the wavenumber of the mode
will revert to its unperturbed value, but the mode will have
suffered a phase shift. At the output coupling region, the
coupling equations and eigenvalues remain the same as those
shown in Eq. 5, except that the relation between the arbi-
trary constants changes. At the start of the output guide, z
=Li+2Lc+Ls, the amplitude of the outgoing wave ao is ini-
tially zero, so that Ao=−Bo. Furthermore, if we require that
the wave on the reference arm has an amplitude  and the
wave on the sample arm has the same amplitude but shifted
in phase by s, i.e.,  expis, then Eq. 5 becomes
aoz = −

22 1 + e
ise−i2z−Li−2Lc−Ls
− ei
2z−Li−2Lc−Ls ,
arz =
1
41 + e
ise−i2z−Li−2Lc−Ls + ei2z−Li−2Lc−Ls
+ 121 − e
is ,
asz =
1
41 + e
ise−i2z−Li−2Lc−Ls + ei2z−Li−2Lc−Ls
−
1
21 − e
is . 7
The constant term corresponding to Cr=1−expis /2 is
nonzero in this case as it depends on the phase shift s be-
tween the reference and sample arms due to the presence of
a sample. If the sample causes a  phase shift, then the
constant term is maximum and equal to  and the output arm
amplitude is 0. In this case, there is no intensity output from
the interferometer, and all the surface plasmon energy is scat-
tered i.e., reflected and radiated from the ends of the refer-
ence and sample arms. In the case of no sample, there is a
maximum intensity at the output as the constant term is zero
in the reference and sample arms. In most cases, the sample
will not result in a  phase shift but will simply result in
some finite phase shift, and the eigenmodes of the three-
stripe system will be a combination of the symmetric, anti-
symmetric, and phase-shifted eigenmodes. The output field
will be a combination of these three eigenmodes, which will
result in a finite decrease in the intensity of the output arm
and some scatter from the ends of the reference and sample
arms.
In summary, when a surface plasmon with a profile as-
sociated with a single stripe reaches the input section of the
interferometer, it will only excite a wave in the center arm.
Once the mode begins to interact with the reference and
sample arms, it excites a linear combination of the symmet-
ric and antisymmetric eigenmodes such that there is no en-
ergy in the outer two stripes initially. However, since these
two modes propagate with different phase velocities, eventu-
ally they will suffer a  phase shift with respect to one
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another so that the central portions of the modes cancel, and
the outer portions re-enforce. In this way, energy is trans-
ferred from the central waveguide to the arms of the inter-
ferometer. It is important to correctly choose the length of
the coupling region to ensure that the energy transfer from
the central waveguide to the outer waveguides is a maxi-
mum.
When the plasmon then couples from the reference and
sample arms to the output arm, there are three eigenmodes
present in the presence of a sample. These modes linearly
combine to give the output mode, and the change in intensity
of the output mode is directly related to the phase shift
caused by the sample refractive index.
B. Choosing the structural parameters
It is possible to choose appropriate structural parameters
for the isolated stripes to ensure that they are single mode
and bound, as discussed in Sec. II. Using Fig. 3 and selecting
a gold stripe of 30 nm thickness, bound modes that will
propagate at least 50 m will be supported for the stripe
width of 750 nm.
The coupling length Lc is defined as the distance the
plasmon must travel before there is full power transfer from
the input arm to the two outer arms. This value will rely
heavily upon the separation distance, s, between the input
arm and the two other arms, as the coupling occurs through
the evanescent fields of the input arm Fig. 4.
The coupling length can be calculated by considering the
symmetric and antisymmetric eigenmodes. It is the beating
of these two eigenmodes that results in the power transfer of
the plasmon from the input arm to the two outer arms. These
modes are shown in Fig. 5 for gold stripes of 30 nm thick-
ness and 750 nm width on a glass substrate with PMMA
cladding for an excitation wavelength of 633 nm. The sepa-
ration distance, s, is 100 nm.
The coupling length is determined using the following
formula:13
Lc =

ks − ka
, 8
where ks is the wavenumber of the symmetric mode and ka is
the wavenumber of the antisymmetric mode. This formula
has been used previously to determine coupling lengths for
two gap plasmon waveguides separated by a small metallic
separation block.13 It is also relevant for this case of a three
waveguide coupler since the waveguides are identical and
have identical separation distances with the source as the
input arm. Using COMSOL, the coupling length for 750 nm
wide and 30 nm thick gold stripes on a glass substrate with
PMMA cladding has been determined as a function of sepa-
ration distance s at the excitation wavelength of 633 nm Fig.
6.
The coupling length increases rapidly with increasing
separation distance because a greater separation between the
stripes leads to a smaller overlap of the evanescent fields
from the input waveguide to the outer arms of the interfer-
ometer, and therefore it takes more time for full power trans-
fer to occur from one stripe to the other.
A separation distance must be chosen such that the re-
sultant coupling length is less than the propagation distance
of the plasmon mode, and also, the separation distance must
be large enough so that the sample and reference arms are
not directly coupled. To ensure that the coupling length is
less than the propagation distance, the separation distance
must be less than 530 nm Fig. 6. To ensure no direct cou-
pling between the sample and reference arms, the separation
between the two arms is chosen so that the coupling distance
is significantly larger than the length of the arms. For s
=100 nm, the coupling length is 13 m for coupling from
the input stripe to the two outer arms. The outer arms will be
separated by 950 nm in this geometry, which results in a
large coupling length of 175 m, more than three times the
plasmon propagation length. In this regard, we can ignore the
direct coupling between the sample and reference arms,
which can be considered effectively uncoupled, as we as-
sumed in Sec. III A. The surface plasmons will propagate in
these arms independently. However, eventually they will en-
counter the output arm and will couple energy to it, again via
evanescent coupling. The two independent surface plasmons
in the two arms excite a number of modes in the three-stripe
configuration at the output. The coupling length at this point
depends on the wavenumbers of the excited modes. In the
absence of a sample, this coupling length will be the same as
the coupling length for the input to the reference and sample
arms, and there will be full power transfer to the output arm,
i.e., maximum intensity output from the interferometer.
However, the presence of a sample will result in the phase-
shifted eigenmode contributing to the overall wave, resulting
in a decrease in the amplitude of the output arm and some
scatter from the ends of the sample and reference arms.
The change in the intensity of the output arm will indi-
cate the resultant phase shift and thus the refractive index of
the unidentified sample. The sensitivity of this new interfero-
metric sensor device will be determined by the limit of de-
tection of the intensity change at the output arm and by the
overall phase shift determined by the length of the sample.
IV. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
The sensitivity of this proposed interferometer design
will be compared to the sensitivity using the conventional
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FIG. 6. Coupling length vs separation distance for gold stripes of 30 nm
thickness and 750 nm width on a glass substrate with PMMA cladding for
an excitation wavelength of 633 nm.
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Kretschmann geometry technique.27 The sensitivity can be
determined by investigating how an infinitesimally small
change in the refractive index of a sample will result in a
phase shift of the plasmon propagating on the sample arm
and thus change the intensity output of the interferometer.
The sample could be placed on top of the sample arm by
etching a sample window above the arm. The sample index
will have to be relatively high to ensure that the mode does
not leak into bulk radiation.
Let the length of the sample be Ls Fig. 4. The resultant
phase shift s due to the presence of the sample will be
s = kref − ksampLs =
2

nref − nsampLs, 9
where kref is the wavenumber of the plasmon along the ref-
erence arm, ksamp is the wavenumber of the plasmon in the
presence of the sample, Ls is the length of the sample,  is
the excitation wavelength, nref is the effective refractive in-
dex on the reference arm, and nsamp is the effective refractive
index of the sample.
For a gold stripe that is 750 nm wide and 30 nm thick,
on a glass substrate with PMMA cladding, kref=1.508
	107 m−1 as determined using COMSOL and an in-house
finite-difference time-domain code. The sample length Ls for
this system must be less than
Ls  d − 2Lc − Li − Lo, 10
where d is the propagation distance of the ssb
0 mode for these
parameters 52 m, Lc is the coupling length, Li is the
length of the input arm before interacting with the outer
arms, and Lo is the length of the output arm after interacting
with the outer arms Fig. 4. For this system, we let Li=Lo
=5 m to allow a sufficient distance for the source/signal to
stabilize and for ease of detection. Then, for a separation
distance of 100 nm, the maximum Ls is 16 m.
An interferometer device measures changes in the re-
fractive index by a phase shift that causes a change in the
intensity in the output arm. This is different from conven-
tional Kretschmann surface plasmon resonance SPR
sensing27 that measures the change in the sample refractive
index from the change in the excitation angle of the surface
plasmon. We write the output guide E-field using Eq. 7 as
E = aoeikz−Li−2Lc−Ls = −

22 1 + e
iseik−z−Li−2Lc−Ls
− eik+z−Li−2Lc−Ls , 11
where k is the wavenumber of the ssb
0 mode. The intensity
from the output arm i.e., at z=Li+2Lc+Ls+Lo, Fig. 4 is
then determined from Eq. 11 to be given by
I =
2
2
1 + cos s1 − cos 2Lo = Io1 + cos s . 12
To determine the sensitivity, we model the change in the
intensity due to a small change in the sample refractive in-
dex, which gives rise to a small phase shift 
 in s using Eq.
12,
I/I0 = coss − 
 − coss = cosscos

+ sinssin
 − coss .
If the initial phase shift is s= /2, which could be done by
changing the length of the sample arm or by placing a
sample dielectric on the sample arm, then
I/I0 = sin
  
 . 13
Thus, the fractional change in intensity is approximately
equal to the change in phase resulting from a small change in
the sample refractive index. This represents the sensitivity of
the device. The change in intensity versus the change in re-
fractive index is given in Fig. 7 for a sample length, Ls of
15 m.
Using these parameters, the device has a sensitivity of
2	10−4 for a change in output intensity of 1.5%. The
hand-held SPR sensing device developed by Feltis et al.27
has a sensitivity of 2	10−6, but this sensor had a sample
area of approximately 150	150 m2. If the hand-held sen-
sor had the same sample size as this interferometer, the sen-
sitivity would be reduced by a factor of 10. Thus, if a per-
centage intensity difference of 0.15% could be measured,
then the interferometer sensitivity would be equivalent to the
hand-held Kretschmann design. Also, the interferometer sen-
sor developed in this paper is considerably more compact
than the Kretschmann design, having an overall sensor size
less than 2.5 m in width and 55 m in length. This sensor
will be ideal for array sensing since it should be possible to
fit over 230 000 of these sensors in a 1	1 cm2 area, assum-
ing an end-to-end spacing of 30 m in z and a lateral spac-
ing of 2.5 m in y between interferometers to prevent cross-
talk.
This sensor is capable of measuring high refractive index
samples, a task that poses a serious difficulty for a
Kretschmann style setup using a similar glass index prism.
Although ellipsometry can be used for measuring large
samples of a high index, this sensor may be used in conjunc-
tion with active plasmonics materials, such as quantum dots,
to measure changes in the index on the nanoscale.5,26,42 It is
envisioned that this sensor may form the building block of
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FIG. 7. Change in intensity vs sensitivity for an interferometric sensor con-
sisting of 30 nm thick and 750 nm wide gold stripes on a glass substrate
with PMMA cladding for the excitation wavelength of 633 nm. The input
and output arms are separated by 100 nm from the reference and sample
arms.
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active plasmonic circuitry and may be useful for sensing
changes in the plasmon as it propagates throughout the cir-
cuit.
V. CONCLUSION
We have described and designed a compact sensor de-
vice in the form of a surface plasmon Mach–Zehnder inter-
ferometer without bends. It is based on a system of four
coupled gold stripes on a glass with PMMA cladding to be
excited by light with a vacuum wavelength of 633 nm. The
sensitivity of the device for this wavelength is 2	10−4 for
a 1.5% change in intensity output. The device is also very
compact, only 2.5 m in width, and it is possible to have an
array of these sensors—over 230 000 sensors per 1
	1 cm2 chip.
This technology may find applications in chemical and
biological sensing as well as active plasmonics, being able to
measure higher refractive index samples than conventional
SPR sensors. The device may be ideal for the development
of a new molecular imprinted polymer sensor or for the de-
tection of changes in the index of quantum dot layers.
In conclusion, this paper describes an alternative sensor
or passive integrated optical device with possible applica-
tions in active plasmonics. The physical mechanisms behind
this structure, as well as the modeling processes and design
criterion, are explained in detail.
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